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From the Editor
2022 is an historic year for the nation with the
Platinum Jubilee of the Queen, and for GARES our
100th anniversary, which we will be celebrating on
Saturday 13th August at Down Hatherley Village
Hall. It makes me feel very old that I’ve been a
member for 50 of those years - but I was young
when I joined!

In this issue Tony G4HBV continues his series “A
Brief History of Radio”  with Part 7 giving an
overview of the role of radio communication in the
RMS Titanic disaster.

At a recent club meeting Vernon G0HTO passed
me some details of a You-tube video clip of a very
rare German valve which is essentially a complete
TRF radio within the glass envelope, requiring just
an external tuned circuit and loudspeaker.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Afzd8nbkqdo

At the same meeting Graham G8DLW told me that
he has recently acquired a Heathkit HW30, more
commonly known as the “Twoer”. I featured this
rig in the May 2021 “Ragchew” Vintage Column
which can be viewed on the club website in the
Library / Ragchew section and I look forward to an
HW30 to HW30 AM QSO!

Andrew G4IVD has given me details of a link to
the East Anglian Film Archive and the film is
entitled “Wartime Radio: The Secret Listeners”.
This 30-minute documentary is well worth watching
https://eafa.org.uk/work/?id=1041744

At the club “Bring and Show” meeting held a
while ago, John M0NRZ brought along the various
iterations of his CI-V project. In “Evolution of a
Multi-Purpose  Arduino Based Controller” he
describes both the hardware and software
challenges he faced. At the same meeting, a good
number of members brought along items of interest
and I’ve managed to make up a page showing the
wide range of equipment displayed.

After some six years of editing and producing
“Ragchew” I have finally taken the sad decision to
step aside and hand the reins over to a successor
- hopefully someone in the club will step forward
and pick up where I have left off! I still have plenty
of archive material filed away to appear in future
issues. Thank-you to all the members who have
supported me by submitting articles and I take this
opportunity wish my successor all the very best!

Best 73 and Stay Safe

Brian G4CIB

Contest Round-Up
A small group of club members continue to
support the club entry in the VHF/UHF UKAC
series of contests. The club is in 23rd position
in the Overall Table. Gary M0XAC heads the
table by a good margin, followed by Tony
G8JAY, Nick M0NYY, Barry M0HFY and
Graham M0XGL.

In the 80m CC (Club Championship), the
club is in 9th position. Mike M4N (G4IZZ)
leads the table, closely followed by Martin
G4ENZ. Logs from Bob M0NQN, Gary
M0XAC, Tony G4CMY and George M0HWT
help to add to the total score.

If any newer members need any help in getting
started in contesting, speak to any of the
above members who will be more than happy
to assist you.

From The Archive
DF Hunt - Beechenhurst 1992

L: Alan G1IFF gets a fix
on the Top Band Fox.

Below: Brian G4CIB
deep in the
undergrowth takes a
bearing on the Fox

Vernon G0HTO
operated the 2m
station along with
Tony G4HBV the
Top Band station.

The hunt was won
by Brian G4CIB
who went on to
win the DF Trophy
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A Brief History of Radio – Part 7
by Tony G4HBV

We jump now to 1912 for the sinking of the RMS Titanic. I am only going to deal with the radio
aspects of the disaster, for the whole story is one of ineptitude and obscuration, right up to the
British enquiry into the loss.

In those days, the radio equipment and the operators on the Titanic were supplied by the Marconi
Company and the ship’s callsign was MGY. Ice warnings were heard by the Titanic’s operators
from several ships on 11th April. On 14th April Titanic was in range of the station at Cape Race,
Newfoundland, but because of a failure of the Titanic’s transmitter the day before, the operators
were wholly occupied with passing personal messages from passengers.

The last ice warning came from a nearby ship, the Mesaba, but it seems, in the backlog of
passenger messages, that it somehow was ignored. Just before midnight on 14th April the
collision occurred. An ice warning from a nearby ship, the Californian, stopped in the ice-pack,
was brusquely cut short by the Titanic’s operator shortly before the collision. After further
attempts to warn the Titanic, the wireless operator on the California switched his set off and
went to bed. Commercial pressure on the Titanic’s operators had destroyed their chance of
avoiding the disaster.

47 minutes after the collision, the Titanic started sending the distress calls of CQD and SOS.
Several ships nearby and the Cape Race station received these signals. The Carpathia 58 miles
away put on all speed towards the Titanic’s reported position, but of course the Californian, only
10 miles away with its radio closed down, heard nothing …… and so the disaster became
unavoidable.

A Peculiar Problem
By Brian G4CIB

Following on from Vernon G0HTO’s article “A Peculiar Problem” in the last “Ragchew” I can
now report on a peculiar problem I encountered a year or so ago during lock-down with my 10
watt TS120V rig. This has been a good old workhorse, indeed in 2001 it was the rig I used on
our annual trip to Lundy, with a sloping dipole antenna slung down from the top of the old
lighthouse. I hadn’t used the rig for some time and decided it needed to be powered up to check
that it still worked. Connecting it to my doublet antenna fed with open wire feeder and suitable
matching unit all seemed in order. Without any warning the output suddenly dropped to zero.
Surely I couldn’t have blown the PA transistors? Feeling a bit miffed, I put the rig aside to be
worked on at some future date. Looking around on the internet I found an article by EI3FEB
who had purchased a non-working TS120V and set about restoring it. One thing that did strike
home was that the PA transistors were fairly difficult to get to and would require some skill to
replace. Time to put it away and go and do something a bit easier! This was one occasion where
the club misses the expertise of George G7GQC. Well, a few months ago George and Jenny
turned up to one of our meetings and I explained the problem to him. He suggested that it would
be worthwhile investigating the main relay in the rig (designated RL1) which not only switches
the antenna but also the various power rails between receive and transmit. It’s an Omron relay
and like the PA transistors, a pig to get to. It has a clear plastic cover but is not sealed, so I tried
a squirt of switch cleaner in the general direction of the relay. For a brief time the transmitter
gave full power before dying. So at least the PA transistors were still OK! Further searching on
the internet, I discovered a web site UK Vintage Radio (Repair and Restoration). Several
posters on the website suggested I try a product called De-Oxit to spray on the relay contacts.
Vernon tells me he had a similar problem with oxidised relay contacts and using a small
hand-held modeller’s drill in one hand and the nozzle of a vacuum cleaner in the other hand he
managed to drill a small hole in the relay cover to enable him to squirt the cleaner on to the
relay contacts.























R1155 receiver - one of Jim 2E0GKN’s
collection of vintage receivers.

10GHz wideband FM transceivers
by G4CIB

Homebrew Software Defined Radio (SDR) by
Ken G3LP

John M0NRZ’s
extensive collection
of hardware related
to his C-IV project
as featured in his
article in this issue



Spring Time Operating at Crickley Hill
Anne 2E1GKY enjoying 2m


